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Introduction

• In the introductory video, I presented the three steps/goals of a LC 
analysis
• Building a clustering model 

• Classifying individuals 

• Investigating the relationship with external/other variables

• This video deals with the last step/goal

• Exploring the association between class membership and other variables

• Predicting class membership using covariates

• Using class membership as predictor of a (distal) outcome
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Four possible approaches

1. 1-step approach: covariates (and/or a distal outcome) are included in 
the estimated LC model

2a. Inactive covariates option in LatentGOLD: it computes Profile and 
ProbMeans output using posterior class membership probabilities

2b. Standard 3-step approach: after modal classification, analysis with 
other programs 

2c. Bias-adjusted 3-step approach: classification to a file and 
subsequent analyses with the LatentGOLD Step3 module
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1-step approach (covariates)

• LC model with two covariates 𝑧1 and 𝑧2
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1-step approach (covariates)  

• Formula for a LC model with two covariates 𝑧1 and 𝑧2:

with a multinomial logit model for the latent variable:
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1-step approach (covariates) 

• Seems to be straightforward, but this is clearly not the case

• Important to note the additional local independence assumption: 
covariates affect indicators only indirectly via the latent classes 

• What if this does not hold in selected LC model:
• Solution with original number of classes changes a lot

• Number of classes needs to be increased

• Direct effects need to be included for some covariate-indicator pairs

• But also if this holds, class definition will change somewhat, which in 
turn depends on the set of covariates included in the model
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1-step approach (distal outcome)

• LC model with distal outcome z
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1-step approach (distal outcome)

• Note from the graph that a distal outcome is in fact an additional 
indicator

• As in the covariate case, additional local independence assumptions 
need to made

• Moreover, when z is a continuous variable, distributional assumptions 
need to be made for f(z|X=c), say normality, which may “distort” the 
classes if incorrect

• As in the covariates case, class definitions will always change 
somewhat when a distal outcome is included in the LC model
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Other approaches

• Because of the practical issues associated with the 1-step approach, 
applied researchers prefer using approaches in which one does not 
include the covariates or distal outcome in the LC model itself

• Moreover, it looks a bit like cheating to allow the definition of the 
classes to depend on covariates and/or a distal outcome

• Other approaches:
• Inactive covariates option in Latent GOLD
• Standard 3-step analysis
• Bias-adjusted 3-step analysis
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Inactive covariates

• This is a feature specific for Latent GOLD, and yields a quick way to 
see how classes are related to other variables, including with plots. 

• The LC model is estimated without covariates. 

• Two-way covariate-class tables are created using the posterior class 
membership probabilities from this model.

• Profile and ProbMeans report the covariate distribution/mean given 
class and the class distribution given covariate value, respectively. 

• Limitations: 1) associations are underestimated; 2) no statistical tests; 
3) only bivariate relationships
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3-step LC analysis

Step 1: Building a clustering model

Step 2: Classifying individuals

Step 3: Investigating the relationship between the classifications and 
external/other variables

Fits naturally with the three goals/steps of LC modeling
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3-step LC analysis

• Step 1: Building a clustering model
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3-step LC analysis

• Step 2: obtaining classifications W (and adding these to the data file)
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3-step LC analysis

• Step-3 model with covariates (say using SPSS logistic regression):

• Step-3 model with a distal outcome (say using SPSS Anova or 
Crosstabs):
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Problem with standard step-3 analysis

• You are investigating the relationship of z’s with W and not with X.

• W is an imperfect version of X, which contains classification errors.

• Result: associations/effects are underestimated (biased downwards).

• Solution: correct for classification errors.

• Bolck, Croon and Hagenaars (BCH, 2004) proposed a bias-adjusted 
step-3 approach which was expanded and made practically applicable 
by Vermunt (2010).

• This has become the state-of-art approach.
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Bias-adjusted step-3 analysis

Covariates:                                                 Distal outcome (dependent): 
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Bias-adjusted step-3 analysis

• As can be seen, we now model the relationship between z’s and X, 
which is exactly what we want.

• We define a LC model in which W is use as a single indicator of X.

• Important: P(W=t|X=c) is computed in step 2; it is the classification 
table rescaled to sum to 1 in the rows.

• One can use either modal or proportional classification.

• Two different estimation methods are ML and BCH, where BCH is 
mainly needed for continuous dependent variables.
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Bias-adjusted 3-step analysis

• Also this approach has its limitations.

• It works less well when class separation is very bad; when the entropy 
R-squared is (much) smaller than .5.

• It is based on the same (additional) local independence assumptions 
as the 1-step approach (z’s and y’s are independent given X).

• Vermunt and Magidson (online first, Structural Equation Modeling) 
extended the 3-step approach to allow for direct effects between z’s 
and y’s (for differential item functioning).

• Many other extensions have been proposed to 3-step LC analysis.
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GSS82.sav data: 1-step approach
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GSS82.sav data: 1-step approach

• I included the predictors of class membership in the 3-class model 
(which was best according to BIC)

• On the positive side:  
• Covariate-indicator BVRs are all quite small

• A 4-cluster models does not perform better according to BIC

• On the somewhat negative side:
• Sample size slightly smaller because of missing values on age

• Class definitions change somewhat and class one becomes quite a bit larger
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GSS82.sav data: 1-step approach

• For interpretation, several output sections are of interest

• Parameters: Model for Clusters
• Effect coded or dummy coded logit coefficients

• Wald tests

• See also Paired Comparisons (nested in Parameters)

• Profile: distribution/mean of covariates given class

• ProbMeans: class distribution given covariate values

• EstimatedValues: full model probabilities
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GSS82.sav data: 1-step approach

• Parameters output (effect and dummy-first coding)
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GSS82.sav data: 1-step approach

• ProbMeans and Profile
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GSS82.sav data: 1-step approach
• EstimatedValues (or Classification-Model)
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GSS82.sav data: inactive covariates

• Pattern of associations is the same as with 1-step approach, but 
associations are somewhat weaker

• See, for example, mean age of the classes (Profile) or the class 
probabilities for educational categories (ProbMeans)
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• First we should save the classifications to an output data file:
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GSS82.sav data: bias-adjusted 3-step method
• With the file containing the classifications and the Step3 module … 
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Note that I am using the options:
• Covariates
• Proportional
• ML 



GSS82.sav data: bias-adjusted 3-step method
• Instead you may use the dependent (=bivariate analysis) option, 

where for age using BCH would be preferred. 
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GSS82.sav data: bias-adjusted 3-step method

• Relevant output for Step3-Covariates: same as for 1-step approach
• Parameters, Wald tests, and Paired comparisons 

• Profile

• ProbMeans

• EstimatedValues

• Most relevant output for Step3-Dependent
• Wald tests and Paired comparisons 

• Profile
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